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Name: Dr. Muwfq Mustfa Alkhazragi

Title: Head of Public Law

Scientific Degree: Associate Professor,

Education:
- B.A. in Law from Faculty of Law, Baghdad University.
- Master of Social and Political Sciences, Belgrade University.
- Ph.D. in Law from Belgrade University.

Research Interest and publication (kindly add published papers titles with links if there are any)

- Looking in the situation of Jerusalem, studying its situation in International Law, decisions of UN and settlement agreement. Published by Tikrit University.

- Voting in International organization – the case of Arab league, showing all systems of voting in International organizations and tackled how adopting decision in the Arab league. Published by Faculty of Law – Baghdad University.

- The legal relationship between UNSC and UNGA, mentioning the unbalance case between highest branches in the UN. Published by Alqutriya magazine.

- The contribution of UNGA in developing IHL- Published by AL-Mi’yar (Dubay)- Issn:2303-9604 Imam Malik College For Sharia’& Law Second Edition.

- Understanding memorandum between Iraqi and UN signed at Baghdad in 23 February 1998. Published by Faculty of Law – Baghdad Univ.
Hobbies: Reading

Biography brief:

I started my diplomatic career in the Foreign Ministry of Iraq in 1972 until 31/ 10 /1993. I graduated from the fifth cadre diplomatic session at the Foreign Service Institute in 1991. The last rank I held was a Minister Plenipotentiary. Later I worked as an advocate for four years (1994 – 1998) With unlimited authority in the Iraqi Bar Association. Then I worked as a lecturer in Faculty of Political Science in Al Nahreens University between the periods (1998-2002). The last position I held was a lecturer at the College of Law - Baghdad University (2002-2006).